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Abstrat New geometrial interpretation of quantum physis is suggested. It is shown that the Dira equation
for free quantum partiles an be onsidered as a relation desribing propagation of the spae topologial defet
with wave and orpusular properties. Suh interpretation explains all properties of quantum formalism that
seems "strange"within lassial representations: appearane of probabilities, absene of the partiles trajetories,
unremovable inuene of the measurement proedure, instantaneous nonloal orrelation in EPRexperiments.
The same interpretation is suggested for the Maxwell equations for free eletromagneti waves. This interpretation
explains independene of light veloity on the soure movement.
Keywords: quantum mehanis, geometrization, topologial defe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INTRODUCTION
We will show within unied approah, that the free matter eld (quantum partile with spin 1/2) and free
eletromagneti waves an both be onsidered not as something existing into the spae that plays the role of
sene but as a propagating topologial defets of the spae itself. These defets appear to be embedded into
vedimensional spae, and observable quantum objet and eletromagneti wave are intersetions of the
defets with the three-dimensional physial spae. Their wave properties are a onsequene of the periodial
movement of the defet in the "outer"spaejust this movement attributes phase to the partile and so
denes its wave properties. The lassial notions of mass, energy and momentum are expressed through the
parameters with dimensionality of length, and the Plank onstant and the light veloity play the role of
oeients of transfer from one system of units to the other. It is shown that light veloity an be onsidered
as a topologial invariant, and this is the reason for its independene of the soure motion. The unertainty
of shapes of topologial manifolds is the reason of the appearane of probabilisti desription.
We start with the geometrization of matter eld and, doing so, we have to keep in mind the exeptional
auray of the modern quantum formalism. Therefore, we suppose that attempts to nd out new geometrial
desription of quantum objets have to begin not with the reation of a new formalism but with nding out
a geometrial interpretation of the well-known quantum equations whose validity is beyond question. This
is the reason why we start with an attempt to nd out geometrial interpretation of the Dira equation for
free partile. Preliminary results were published earlier [1℄.
TOPOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION OF THE DIRAC EQUATION
This equation has the following symboli form (see, e.g.,[2℄)
iγµ∂µψ = mψ, (1)
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where ∂µ = ∂/∂xµ, µ = 1, 2, 3, 4, ψ(x) is the four-omponent Dira bispinor, x1 = t, x2 = x, x3 = y,
x4 = z, and γ
µ
are four-row Dira matries. The summation in Eq.(1) goes over the repeating indies with
a signature (1,−1,−1,−1). Here, h¯ = c = 1. For denite values of 4-momentum pµ, the solution to Eq.(1)
has the form of the plane wave
ψ = u(pµ) exp(−ipµx
µ), (2)
where u(pµ) is a normalized bispinor. Substitution of (2) in Eq.(1) gives:
p21 − p
2
2 − p
2
3 − p
2
4 = m
2. (3)
Dierent wave elds are desribed by dierent tensors: they realize dierent representations of the Lorentz
group (group of 4-rotation). Dira bispinor onsists of twoomponent spinors that realizes twodimensional
representation of the Lorentz group, and this is the formal reason to lassify the Dira wave eld of Eq.(1)
as the objet with "internal"angular momentum whose Zprojetion equals to ±1/2 [3℄. Let us, rstly,
onsider transformation properties of the Dira bispinor from the other point of view. It is known that there
may be established orrespondene between every kind of tensors and some lass of geometrial objets
in the sense that these tensors dene invariant properties of above objets. For example, usual vetors
orrespond to simplest geometrial objetsto points [4℄, and this is the reason why Newtonian mehanis
uses vetors within its formalism. From this point of view spinors orrespond to nonorientable geometrial
objet (see, e.g., [5℄). Therefore, we suppose that spinors are used in Eg.(1), beause this equation desribes
some nonorientable geometrial objet and "spin = 1/2"is a formal expression of the nonorientable property
of the objet.
The above assumption have to be onsidered as the starting hypothesis only. To dene properties of the
proposed geometrial objet more exatly we onsider more preisely the symmetry properties of the solution
of Eq.(1). We rewrite funtion (2) and relation (3) in the form
ψ = u(pµ) exp(−2piix
µλ−1µ ). (4)
λ−21 − λ
−2
2 − λ
−2
3 − λ
−2
4 = λ
−2
m , λµ = 2pip
−1
µ , λm = 2pim
−1. (5)
Let us now onsider λµ as some parameters with a dimensionality of length that have nothing to do with
any wave proess into the spae. Funtion (4) is an invariant with respet to oordinates transformations
x
′
µ = xµ + nµλµ, nµ = 0,±1,±2, ... . (6)
Transformations (6) an be onsidered as elements of the disrete group of translations operating in the
4-spae where wave funtion (4) is dened. Then funtion (4) an be onsidered as a vetor realizing this
group representation.
As a bispinor, funtion (4) realizes representation of one more group of the symmetry transformation of
4-spae. Being a four-omponent spinor, ψ(x) is related to the matries γµ by the equations (see, e.g. [3℄)
ψ
′
(x
′
) = γµψ(x),
where x ≡ (x1, x2, x3, x4), and x
′
≡ (x1,−x2,−x3,−x4) for µ = 1, x
′
≡ (−x1, x2,−x3,−x4) for µ = 2, and
so on. This means that the matries γµ are the matrix representation of the group of reetions along three
axes perpendiular to the xµ axis, and the Dira bispinors realize this representation [6℄.
Taken together, above two groups form a group of four sliding symmetries with perpendiular axes
(sliding symmetry means translations plus orresponding reetions [7℄). The physial spae-time does not
have suh symmetry.So, this group may operate only in some auxiliary spae. From the other hand, it is
known that disrete groups operating in some spae an reet a symmetry of geometrial objets that
have nothing in ommon with this spae. It will be the ase when suh spae is a universal overing
spae of some losed topologial manifold. Universal overing spaes are auxiliary spaes that are used
in topology for the desription of losed manifolds, beause disrete groups operating in these spaes are
isomorphi to fundamental groups of manifoldsgroups whose elements are dierent lasses of losed pathes
on manifolds (so alled pi1 group [8,9℄). And we assume now, that funtion (4) realizes a representation of the
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fundamental group of some losed nonorientable topologial 4-manifolda spei urved part of the spae-
time. Eq.(1) desribes this manifold and imposes limitations (5) on the possible values of the fundamental
group parameters λµ. Spae-time plays also the role of an universal overing spae for above manifold.
How above manifold an desribe something moving in the spae ?. At the present time, only two-
dimensional eulidean losed manifolds are lassied in details, and their fundamental groups and universal
overing planes are identied [8℄. Therefore, we have no opportunity for rigorous onsideration of spei
properties of suggested psudoeulidean 4-manifold. But qualitative properties, explaining main ideas of
new interpretation, an be investigated using one of the advantages of geometrial approahpossibility of
employment of low-dimensional analogies. Using these analogies we will show within elementary topology
that above mentioned 4-manifold represents propagation of the spae topologial defet that an demonstrate
spei properties of quantum partile represented by solution (2): stohasti behavior and wave-orpusular
dualism.
STOCHASTIC BEHAVIOR
Consider the simplest example of losed topologial manifoldsone-dimensional manifold homeomorphi
to a irle with given perimeter length λ. The losed topologial manifold is representable by any of its possible
deformations (without pasting) that onserve manifold's ontinuity, and we will see that just this property
explains appearane of probabilities in quantum formalism. For simpliity we onsider plane deformations
of the irle(some of the possible deformations are shown at Fig.1).
✖✕
✗✔☛
✡
✟
✠
✞✝ ☎✆
FIGURE 1. Stohasti behavior.
To use onrete simple alulations, we onsider only all possible manifold's deformations that have a
shape of ellipse with perimeter length λ. The equation for the ellipse on an eulidean plane has the form
x2/a2 + y2/b2 = 1, (7)
where all possible values of the semiaxes a and b are onneted with the perimeter length λ by the known
approximate relation
λ ≃ pi[1, 5(a+ b)− (ab)1/2]. (8)
This means that the range of all possible values of a is dened by the inequality amin ≤ a ≤ amax ≃
λ/1, 5pi, amin ≪ amax.
In the pseudoeulidean two-dimensional "spae-time,"the equation for our ellipses has the form (after
substitution y = it)
x2/a2 − t2/b2 = 1, (9)
and this equation denes the dependene on time t for a position of the point x of the manifold orresponding
to denite a. At t = 0, x = ±a; that is, our manifold is represented by the two point sets in one-dimensional
eulidean spae, and the dimensions of these point sets are dened by all possible values of a. So, at t = 0,
the manifold is represented by two regions of the onedimensional eulidean spae amin ≤ |x| = a ≤ amax.
It an easily be shown that at t 6= 0 these regions inrease and move along the x-axis in opposite diretions
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(at Fig.2 this movement is shown only for positive diretion).
✲
✲ ✲ ✲
x
t0 t1 t2
FIGURE 2. Propagation of the spreading region of the spae.
All another possible deformations of our irle will be obviously represented by points of the same region,
and every suh point an be onsidered as a possible position of the "quantum objet"desribed by our
manifold. All manifold's deformations are realized with equal probabilities (there are no reasons for another
suggestion). Therefore, all possible positions of the pointlike objet into the region are realized with equal
probabilities. So, this example shows the possibility of the onsideration of above objet as a point with
probability desription of its positions as it suggested within standard representation of quantum partiles.
In fat, this point is yet a geometrial point only. Below we will show, how this point beomes the material
point. Note also that parameter λ denes the minimal size of a region∆x ∼ λ, where the objet an be
loalized (region at t = 0).
TOPOLOGICAL DEFECT. WAVE CORPUSCULAR PROPERTIES
Above example does not explain what geometrial properties allow to dier points of the moving region
from neighbour points of the eulidean spae making them observable. To answer at this question we onsider
more omplex analogy of the losed 4-manifoldtwo-dimensional torus. In eulidean 3-spae suh torus is
denoted as topologial prodution of two irlesS1 × S1. The role of dierent manifold's deformations as a
reason for stohasti behaviour was onsidered in Setion 2. Therefore, now we restrit our onsideration to
one simplest onguration when one of S1 is a irle in the plane XY and another is a irle in the plane
ZX (we denote it as S′1).
In pseudueulidean spae this torus looks like a hyperboloid. The hyperboloid appears if we replae the
irle S′1 by a hyperbola (as it was done in Setion 2). Positions of the geometrial objet desribed by
our pseudoeuliden torus are dened by time ross-setions of the hyperboloid. These positions form an
expanding irles in the two-dimensional eulidean plane (Fig.3).
✲
✻
✫✪
✬✩♥t1t2 x
y
❅❅■
❅❅❘
FIGURE 3. Topologial defet.
But we need to have in mind that two-dimensional pseudoeulidean torus desribes the objet existing into
two-dimensional spae-time with one-dimensional eulidean "physial"spae. This means that an observable
part of the objet is represented in our example by the points of intersetions of above irle with 0X
axis though, as a whole, the irle is "embedded"into two-dimensional, "external"spae. This irle an be
onsidered as a topologial defet of the physial one-dimensional eulidean spae. Just an aliation of
the intersetion points to the topologial objet diers these points geometrially from neighboring points
of the one-dimensional eulidean spae. So, in pseudoeulidean four-dimensional physial spae-time the
suggested objet desribed by the Dira equation looks like a topologial defet of physial eulidean 3-spae
that is embedded into 5-dimensional eulidean spae, and its intersetion with physial spae represents an
observable quantum objet.
Above analogy with torus does not yet demonstrate appearane of any wave-orpusular properties of
the objet, represented in "physial"one-dimensional spae by the moving intersetion point properties
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that ould be expressed by wave funtion (5) and relation (4). In the ase of onsidered two-dimensional
"spaetime"this solution has the form
ψ = u(p) exp(−2piix1λ−11 + 2piix
2λ2). (10)
Topologial defet represented by the expanding irle does not demonstrate any periodial movements when
the intersetion point (physial objet) propagates along one-dimensional eulidean 0Xspae.
We will see below that appearane of observable wave-orpusular properties is a onsequene of
nonorientable harater of the topologial defet. Torus is a orientable two-dimensional losed manifold
and, therefore, we need to use some nonorientable low-dimensional analogy. The nonorientable Klein bottle
ould be suh twodimensional analogy [6,7℄. In the ase with torus topologial defet was represented by
ross-setions of pseudoeulidean torusplane irles. The Klein bootle is a manifold that is obtained by
gluing of two Mobius strips [10℄. Therefore, the Klein bootle ross-setion is an edge of the Mobius strip.
This edge an not be plaed in the twodimensional XY plane without intersetions, and it means that
orresponding topologial defet is now a losed urve embedded into threedimensional XY Zspae.
In this ase the position of the topologial defet relative to its intersetion with 0X axis (physial objet)
an hange periodially. Parameters of this periodial movement depend on geometrial parameters λ1, λ2
(there are no other parameters with orresponding dimensionality). Suh periodial proess an be expressed
by the funtion (10). It leads to the new interpretation of the wave funtion as a desription of periodial
movement of the topologial defet relative to its projetion on the physial spae.
In this ase orpusular properties of the above periodial movement appear as a result of the denition
for lassial notion of 4-momentum trough the wave harateristi of the topologial objet, namely
pµ = 2pi/λµ. (11)
Substitution of these relations into (18) leads to the Dira solution (2)
ψ = u(p) exp(−ip1x
1 + ip2x
2). (12)
It is important to note that within suggested geometrial interpretation the notions of the less general,
marosopi theory (4-momentums) are dened by (11) trough the notions of more general mirosopi
theory (wave parameters of the defet periodial movement). This looks more natural than the opposite
denitions (4) within traditional interpretation.
GEOMETRIZATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES
Let us write the Maxwell equations for eletromagneti waves in vauum in the symboli form analogous
to the Dira equation (1). Namely, we write these equations in the Majorana form [11℄
i
∂f+
∂t
= (Sp)f+, pf+ = 0,
i
∂f−
∂t
= −(Sp)f−, pf− = 0, (13)
where
f
+ = E+ iH, f− = E− iH. (14)
Here E is an eletri eld, H is a magneyi eld, p = −i∇ and S is a vetor-matrix
Sx =

 0 0 00 0 −i
0 i 0

 , Sy =

 0 0 i0 0 0
−i 0 0

 , Sz =

 0 −i 0i 0 0
0 0 0

 . (15)
It an be easily seen that Egs.(19) may be rewritten in the symboli form analogous to the symboli form
of the Dira equation (1)
iΓµ∂µf = 0, (16)
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where bivetor f and matrix Γµ have the form
Γ0 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, Γ1,2,3 =
(
0 −S
S 0
)
, f =
(
f
+
f
−
)
.
We write here six-row matries trough three-row ones). We see that Egs.(16) has formally the same form
as the Dira equation (1) with m = 0. Only instead of the Dira bisinor ψ we have here bivetor f, and
instead Dira matries γµ we have matries Γµ. As Maxwell's Egs.(16) looks formally like Dira's Egs.(1)
it seems reasonable to use for their geometrization the same arguments as we used for the Dira equation
geometrization.
For plane waves the solution of Eq.(16) has the form
f
+ = f+k exp i(kr− ωt), f
− = f−k exp i(kr− ωt), ω = |k|. (17)
As for topologial interpretation of solution (2) of the Dira equation we suggest that funtion (17) does not
dene any wave proess into the spae but desribes periodial movement of the spae topologial defet.
As funtion (2) solution (17) an be also onsidered as the realization of fundamental group of some losed
topologial manifold. Due to exponential fator in (17) this group ontains the translation group (as for
solution (2)), but now our solution are omplex bivetorsnot a bispinors. These vetors does not realize
the representation of reetions along three dierent axes as it was for bispinors. These vetors f
+
and f
−
onsist of axial and polar vetors (see (14)) and thus these vetors are transformed one into another only in
result of the reetion of spae axes. Therefore, solution (17) realizes representation of a sliding symmetry
in 4-spae only along timeaxis. This distinguishes the supposed fundamental group from the fundamental
group onsidered in previous Setions (four sliding symmetries along four perpendiular axes).
There is no investigation in topology, where 4-manifolds with above fundamental group were onsidered.
So, we again an establish onnetions between geometrial properties of the manifold and observable
physial properties of eletromagneti waves only using low-dimensional analogies. Wave-orpusular dualism
of eletromagneti waves and possibility of stohasti behavior an be demonstrated in the same manner
as in Setions 2,3. But eletromagneti waves have some additional important propertytheir veloity does
not depend on the soure motion. We will show below how geometrial properties of the losed topologial
4-manifold an explain this fat.
Suppose that 4-manifold orresponding to eletromagneti wave has the form M3(r) × M1(r, t), that
is it an be represented as a produt of nonorientable three-dimensional eulidean losed manifold M3(r)
and one-dimensional manifold M1(r, t) homeomorphi to a pseudoeulidean irle. The formal reason for
suh representation is the distinguished role of the eulidean spae within fundamental group: only into
eulidean subspae translation group is ombined with reetions. Consider now a low-dimensional analogy
that explains an independene of light veloity on the soure motion.
Instead of four-dimensional manifoldM3(r)×M1(r, t) we onsider, as in previous Setion, two-dimensional
analogymanifold S1 × S′1, where S
1
is a one-dimensional eulidean irle and S′1 is a pseudoeulidean
irle. This manifold was onsidered in Setion 3, and it looks like a hyperboloid. For eletromagneti waves
m = 0, E = cp. Within our notation it leads to relation p1 = p2 = p or λ1 = λ2 = λ. Therefore, there have
to be only one parameter with dimensionality of length, and this will be the ase if S1t is a pseudoeulidean
irle of zeroth radius. Equation for suh irle has the form x2 − t2 = 0, and hyperboloid is transformed
into a one (Fig.3). This means that the points representing in this example eletromagneti wave move
with veloity equals ±1 (±cin hosen units system), and this veloity does not depend on oordinate frame
rotations (does not depend on transfer from one moving inertial frame to another). From topologial point of
view this result is a onsequene of the fat that the zeroth radius an be onsidered as topologial invariant.
Therefore, within geometrial approah light veloity appears to be topologial invariant of the manifold
representing eletromagneti wave, and this is the reason of its independene of the soure motion.
NEW OPPORTUNITIES
Let us notie shortly some new opportunities that arise within suggested topologial onept. For example,
inluding into physial world the objets from outer ve-dimensional spae an explain rather simply the
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origin of nonloal orrelation in EPRexperiments. We see at Fig.3 that two noninterating idential partiles
(intersetion points) an move in opposite diretions being parts of the same topologial defet (the irle). In
the at of measurement of one of the partiles the symmetry of the whole topologial defet an be hanged
(for example, it an beome nonorientable manifold being at rst orientable one). And another partile,
being the part of the same defet, would "feel"at one this hange without any interation (duration of
above symmetry hange is dened by measurement proedure, and it does not depend on the distane
between partiles).
The more important onsequene of new approah is the possibility to overome the diulties of
physis of many-eletron atoms onneted with the "many-body"problem. Earlier we suggested geometrial
interpretation of the Dira equation for hydrogen atom [1℄. The eletron Coulomb potential appears to
be within this interpretation the onnetivity of the universal overing spae of orresponding topologial
defet and has nothing to do with any negative partile inside the atom. It means, may be, that there is no
neessity to onsider atoms as many-partile systems beause manypartiles potentials have to be hanged
within geometrial approah by orresponding onnetivities, and these oonetivities are funtions of only
one spae-time oordinate. Then new possible relativisti equations (instead of Shrodinger ones) have to be
"one-partile"equations for funtions of one spae-time oordinate. We are now looking for suh new possible
potentials and equations.
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